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Tales from the Tidepools 
July 2, 2023  (-1.2’ at 5:06am) 
A. Durica 

Marshall Gulch 

1. BEAUTIFUL morning 10/10.   I arrived to intertidal ~5:40am, so wasn’t there for low.

1. Lots of sand on the beach/high tide zone.
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2. Algae

1. Tons of marine algae - no bare rocks & challenging to see critters (and overall get 

around but I did get out to give Arched Rock a big hug).

2. Sea Sacs, halosaccion glandiforme


3. Young ochre stars:  <1 year (I recently asked MARINe how their juvenile classifications vs. 
size, and they said 1” sea stars are a few month old vs 3” are ~1 year old
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4. Anenomes


1. Several (~50%) with their stomaches out 
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Salmon Creek to Miwok 
1. BEAUTIFUL


2. Worm - from my field guide I’d guess Shimmy Worm Nephtys sp 
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3. Holdfast as a home to Vosnesensky’s isopod and a mini chiton


4. Lots of small gooseneck barnacles

5. No nudibranchs seen today in the spot where I found them in April/May.  Most stars were 

on far rocks where waves breaking - could see healthy population from distance.
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Doran Boat Launch 
6. Floating headless CA sea lion (based on what is left of the foreflipper):

https://www.calacademy.org/sites/default/files/assets/docs/ibss_mmsn-id_cas_gfa-guide-to-
pinnipeds_02112021.pdf
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7. Nudibranch:  egg ribbons, but less then prior weeks.  And then what I I’ve decided are 
the babies of the barnacle-eating dorids onchidoris bilamellata from two weeks back.  
Still growing their projections and lil gills…. A few of them need to get off the dock and 
back onto the barnacles!
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8. Nudibranch: I’m thinking it was Hermissenda crassicornis.  Although I did not see lines 
on the cerata - was too tiny.


9. At high tide:  lace-beauty of kelp-encrusting bryozoan all over the seaweed & seagrass 
washed up on Doran beach.  Top one was on beach // bottom had been floating in the 
waves. 


